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Abstract Today’s parallel architectures provide an execution model that does not guarantee deterministic results for parallel programs. This nondeterminism causes significant challenges for parallel programmers by making it difficult to write parallel applications with repeatable results. As a consequence, parallel applications are significantly harder to debug, test, and maintain than their sequential predecessors. Deterministic multithreading, which provides an alwayson deterministic execution model for parallel applications, has emerged as a potential solution to this problem. In previous work, we introduced the Kendo deterministic multithreading framework. Kendo provides deterministic multithreading by enforcing a deterministic ordering of synchronization operations, which results in deterministic execution for programs that are correctly synchronized. Our prior results showed that Kendo incurs only minimal overheads on programs running with a small number of threads. However, our original approach suffered from a number of issues that limit its scalability to a large numbers of threads. This paper present two important advances to the Kendo deterministic multithreading framework to improve its scalability. The first enables multiple threads to perform independent synchronization operations in parallel, eliminating a major serialization bottleneck in the original technique. The second advance uses combining trees to remove all-toone communication when acquiring locks. Experimental results with a scalability microbenchmark show results that appear to be asymptotically superior to our previous approach with an orders of magnitude performance improvement at 48 threads. Additionally, results from a stochastic model evaluation predict that a key portion of our new approach will continue to scale past 48-cores.



1.



Introduction



While multicore processors continue their proliferation, writing parallel applications that target them remains a daunting task. The nondeterministic execution model provided by these architectures causes significant challenges for parallel programmers by hindering their ability to create multithreaded applications with repeatable results. Under this nondeterministic model, the interleaving of memory



accesses to shared data in multithreaded applications can vary from run to run, resulting in a potentially exponential space of legal program states that a programmer must reason about. Additionally, debugging nondeterministic programs poses significant challenges since bugs may not be reproducible from run to run. Such Heisenbugs [9] limit the use of cyclic debugging techniques, which try to use program re-execution to iteratively hone in on a bug. Nondeterminism also complicates traditional testing strategies, which can no longer offer strong correctness guarantees for the tested inputs [11, 12], and makes it difficult to use multithreaded code for replica-based fault tolerant systems [15]. Deterministic multithreading (DMT) has emerged as a potential solution to this problem [13, 8, 6, 5, 3, 4, 2, 7]. DMT provides an always-on deterministic execution model for parallel applications, eliminating the nondeterminism problem altogether. DMT approaches can enforce two types of determinism: weak determinism, where the ordering of synchronization operations, such as locks, is deterministic; or strong determinism, which deterministically orders all memory accesses [13]. Strong determinism guarantees reproducibility for all programs. While attractive, strong determinism can be expensive to enforce as it requires ordering all memory accesses to shared data. In contrast, weak determinism guarantees deterministic execution for programs that are correctly synchronized (a property that can be checked, for a given input, with a dynamic race detector [13, 14, 7]). Techniques that offer weak determinism can be more efficient because they can ignore the ordering of the majority of memory accesses. Additionally, their exclusive focus on high level synchronization operations enables them perform additional optimizations by leveraging the semantics of such synchronization operations. In previous work, we introduced Kendo [13], a framework for enforcing weak determinism. We showed that Kendo can provide deterministic execution with minimal overheads on machines with a small number of processors. The approach uses a logical clock and turn-based scheduling algorithm that serializes the order with which threads can begin synchronization operations. However, while the raw performance on benchmarks with few processors is good, the approach does not scale well to systems with large numbers of processors because of this serialization.



In this paper, we introduce a new version of the Kendo deterministic multithreading algorithm to resolve these scal- 1 function det mutex lock(mutex) { pause clock(); ability issues. We present two advances to our original algo- 2 3 while (true) { rithm. The first change allows thread turns to be executed in 4 wait for turn(); parallel, eliminating the serialization bottleneck in the orig- 5 if (trylock(mutex)) { if (mutex.released clock ≥ clock read(tid)) { inal algorithm. The second change improves the scalability 6 unlock(mutex); of the turn-waiting algorithm. We provide an experimental 7 8 } else { evaluation of the scalability of both our old and new algo- 9 break; rithms both with a microbenchmark on a 48-core system and 10 } } using a stochastic model to predict how wait times will grow 11 12 clock add(tid, 1); beyond 48-cores.



2.



Kendo Background



In the original Kendo design [13], which we will subsequently refer to as Kendo-O, a deterministic schedule of synchronization operations is dynamically constructed using P monotonically increasing logical clocks, one for each thread. Each logical clock tracks the progress of a thread in a manner that is repeatable but also serves as a good estimate of the thread’s execution. In Kendo-O, we use performance counters to automatically advance each thread’s clock, using a hardware interrupt, every time it executes N store instructions, where the interval, N , is user specified. The construction of the deterministic schedule revolves around the concept of a turn. It is only one thread’s turn at any time, and the order of turns is deterministic. A thread’s turn begins when its logical clock becomes the global minimum (with ties broken by thread id) and ends when the thread increments its logical clock, causing another thread to become the new global minimum. Thus, any work performed during a thread’s turn will be reproduced deterministically on each run since the turn-ordering is always the same. By using clocks to determine turn-ordering (rather than a token), threads that do not wish to perform synchronization operations can easily and quickly forgo future turns by advancing their logical clocks without waiting to become the minimum. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode for the Kendo-O deterministic mutex acquire and release operations. First, logical clock counting is paused to prevent the thread’s clock from unexpectedly changing while it waits for, and later takes, its turn. Next, the thread enters the spin loop where it will repeatedly attempt to acquire the lock. Within this loop, the algorithm calls wait for turn to enforce the deterministic ordering with which threads may attempt to acquire a lock. Next the thread attempts to trylock a nondeterministic underlying lock associated with the mutex. If a thread fails to acquire the lock, it increments its logical clock to end its turn and retries. If it succeeds, it makes sure that its clock is greater or equal to the clock of the releasing thread (which it stored in the lock structure). If not, it releases the lock, ends its turn and starts again. This process eliminates a race condition that would occur with the releasing thread calling det mutex unlock, which unlocks the underlying lock without waiting for a turn. Once the thread successfully ac-
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} clock add(tid, 1); resume clock();



} (a) Deterministic Lock Acquire
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function det mutex unlock(mutex) { pause clock(); mutex.released time = clock read(tid); unlock(mutex); clock add(tid, 1); resume clock(); } (b) Deterministic Lock Release



Figure 1. Pseudocode for the Kendo-O deterministic mutex acquire and release routines. quires the lock, it exits the loop, ends its turn and re-enables the logical clock counting. On the release side, each thread pauses the clock counting, stores its logical clock in the mutex, and then performs a standard nondeterministic unlock on the underlying lock object. It also performs an increment to the thread’s deterministic logical clock.



3.



Scalability of Kendo-O



While performing well on large benchmarks [16] with up to 4 threads, the Kendo-O algorithm has a number of limitations that inhibit its scalability. The first limitation is the serial section of code performed during a thread’s turn. The second limitation is the wait for turn algorithm that queries each thread’s logical clock to determine the global minimum (which requires at least P reads). Additionally, one potential limitation to the scalability of Kendo-O is the time a thread spends waiting to become the thread with the minimum clock. This time is both theoretically unbounded and depends on the number of threads in the system, and is therefore a potential concern for scalability. We present a study to characterize how this will change with the number of threads in Section 5.1.



4.



Scalable Kendo



In this section, we introduce two new variants of the Kendo algorithm that improve the scalability of Kendo-O. The first,



which we will refer to as Kendo-P, eliminates the sequential turn taking bottleneck in the case where threads are performing independent synchronization operations. The second, which we will refer to as Kendo-T, eliminates the non-scalable all-to-one communication required to determine whether a thread has the minimum clock. 4.1



Kendo-P



The Kendo-P algorithm leverages the observation that threads that are accessing independent synchronization operations do not have to order their operations in a deterministic manner because the operations are themselves commutative. Thus, the wait for turn operation can be updated to not wait on a thread that has a lower logical clock if it is not concurrently accessing the same synchronization object and there is a sufficiently small enough difference between the two clocks that the second thread would not be able to access the same synchronization object without first incrementing its logical clock past the current thread’s clock. Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for the Kendo-P mutex acquisition code that uses this concept to allow threads to acquire different mutexes in parallel. In this code, each thread starts by recording the mutex that they are about to acquire and then adds an ACQUIRE AMOUNT offset to its clock. Subsequently, to determine a thread’s turn in the acquisition loop, each thread calls a modified turn waiting operation, which we call wait for turn offset. Like wait for turn, wait for turn offset reads and compares the logical clocks of all other threads to see if it is the global minimum. However, while examining another thread’s logical clock, it also checks whether the other thread is waiting on the same mutex. If not, then it is guaranteed that this thread’s clock will increase by at least ACQUIRE AMOUNT before attempting to acquire the same mutex, so this amount can be added to the other thread’s clock when doing the comparison. Thus, when two threads attempting to acquire independent mutexes have clocks whose difference is less than or equal to ACQUIRE AMOUNT, they will complete their calls to wait for turn offset and be able to acquire the mutex concurrently. By tuning this constant to be within a small multiple of the standard deviation of observed differences in logical clocks during the execution of a program, we can ensure that, in expectation, the majority of mutex acquisitions to independent locks will occur in parallel. 4.2



Kendo-T



While Kendo-P allows multiple threads to access different synchronization objects in parallel, it continues to require reading the logical clocks of all threads in every call to wait for turn offset. Thus, the lower bound cost of performing a synchronization operation for Kendo-P (and Kendo-O) increases linearly as new threads are added. This may limit scalability at large thread counts. In this section, we describe a new algorithm, which we will call Kendo-T, that builds on the concepts of the previous algorithm with a more scalable technique for determining thread turns.
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function det mutex lock(mutex) { pause clock(); set waiting for(tid, mutex); clock add(tid, ACQUIRE AMOUNT); while (true) { wait for turn offset(mutex, ACQUIRE AMOUNT); if (trylock(mutex)) { if (mutex.released clock ≥ clock read(tid)) { unlock(mutex); } else { break; } } clock add(tid, 1); } set waiting for(tid, NULL) clock add(tid, 1); resume clock(); }



Figure 2. Pseudocode for Kendo-P deterministic lock acquire. Central to the design, is the use of a new concurrent minimum combining tree (MCT), that enforces the invariant that each node in the tree stores a logical clock and tid that is less than or equal to the logical clocks and ids of its children. The data structure supports wait-free O(1) lookups to determine the current minimum logical clock (and associated thread id), as well as an efficient obstruction-free [10] O(lg P ) increment operation that updates the tree when a thread’s logical clock increases. Our MCT data structure supports the following operations: • mct set clock – Sets the clock of a given thread to a



given value, adding the thread if needed, propagating the change up the tree. • mct clear clock – Remove the thread from the given



MCT. • mct get clock – Read the clock of a given thread. • mct wait min ge – Block until the minimum clock in



the tree is greater than or equal to the given value (breaking ties by thread id). Implemented by spinning on the value of root node of the combining tree. Figure 3 shows the updated code for deterministic lock acquires using our MCT data structure in Kendo-T. This code is similar to Kendo-P, except that the all-to-one communication for wait for turn offset is replaced with two MCT data structures to efficiently propagate the minimum clock between threads. Threads now never directly read the clock of another thread and instead just poll the root of one of the combining trees. The first MCT data structure, global mct computes the minimum clock for all threads. The second MCT data structure, mutex.waiting mct is a per-mutex structure for storing the minimum clock of only the threads waiting on a specific mutex. When waiting for its turn, a thread first waits for all threads to reach its current clock minus the ACQUIRE AMOUNT, then



it waits for its own clock to be the minimum of those threads in mutex.waiting mct. When called one after another, the two tree-based waits have the same behavior that wait for turn offset had in Kendo-P, where a thread waits for other threads not accessing the current lock to be within ACQUIRE AMOUNT clock ticks. The remaining differences between Kendo-P and Kendo-T are to propagate clock information to the two MCT data structures in the correct order. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25



function det mutex lock(mutex) { pause clock(); long my clock = mct get clock(global mct, tid); my clock += ACQUIRE AMOUNT; mct set clock(mutex.waiting mct, tid, my clock); mct set clock(global mct, tid, my clock); while (true) { mct wait min ge(global mct, tid, my clock − ACQUIRE AMOUNT); mct wait min ge(mutex.waiting mct, tid, my clock); if (trylock(mutex)) { if (mutex.released clock ≥ my clock) { unlock(mutex); } else { break; } } my clock += 1; mct set clock(mutex.waiting mct, tid, my clock); mct set clock(global mct, tid, my clock); } mct set clock(global mct, tid, my clock + 1); mct clear clock(mutex.waiting set, tid); resume clock(); }



between lines 13 and 14, since the thread that caused this change might not enter the update loop. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27



function mct bubble up(node, old child clock) { if (node.clock ≥ old child clock) { old clock = node.clock; while (true) { clock = node.clock; min clock = mct get min of children(node); if (!CAS(&node.clock, clock, min clock)) { continue; } // Re−read the children to see if minimum changed. new min clock = mct get min of children(node); if (min clock == new min clock) { if (node.parent) { mct bubble up(node.parent, old clock); } break; } } } }



Figure 4. Pseudocode for Kendo-T clock update code, including the recursive MCT combine operation.



5.



Evaluation



We have evaluated each of the three described variants of the Kendo system on a scalability microbenchmark. Our test machine consisted of a 48 core (4 × 12 cores) AMD Opteron 6168 1.9GHz machine running Debian 5.0. Figure 5 lists the pseudocode for our scalability microbenchmark. The microbenchmark spawns NUM THREADS threads operating in a tight loop acquiring and releasing a private mutex. Note that since the total amount of work grows with the number of threads, perfect scalability would be a horizontal line. When run without a deterministic multithreading system, this benchmarks scales extremely well



Figure 3. Pseudocode for Kendo-T deterministic lock acquire. Figure 4 shows the pseudocode for one of the key MCT functions, mct set clock and its helper function mct bubble up which propagates changes up the tree. mct bubble up is a recursive function that updates the clock of a node, after a thread makes a change to the node’s child. The function starts with the condition on line 9 to test if the value of the node’s child, before the update, was previously the minimum out of the node’s children. If not, the update to the child would not have changed the minimum of the node’s children, and the operation can complete. In the case that two children concurrently update their clocks (where the true minimum changes twice), at least one thread is guaranteed to enter this condition since the old value is read before any modifications are made. Once in the condition, the thread will read the logical clocks of all of the node’s children and attempt to update the node’s value. To handle the race when multiple threads change the minimum in sequence, two actions are performed. First, the CAS on line 14 guarantees that only one update takes place at a time. Secondly, a second polling of the minimum on line 19 is required to handle the case where the minimum changes



function mct set clock(mct, tid, val) { node = mct get leaf node(tid); old clock = node.clock; node.clock = val; mct bubble up(node.parent, old clock); }
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function thread start() { for (i = 0; i < 100000; i++) { kendo mutex lock(mutexes[tid]); for (j = 0; j < 100; j++) { /∗ nop ∗/ } kendo mutex unlock(mutexes[tid]); for (j = 0; j < 10000; j++) { /∗ nop ∗/ } } }



Figure 5. Pseudocode for our scalability microbenchmark
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Figure 6. Execution times of the microbenchmark shown in Figure 5. since there is no communication between threads. It is important to note that this benchmark is always deterministically since all the synchronization operations are to private mutexes. However, since neither of our approaches leverage techniques for tracking and transferring exclusive ownership of synchronization objects (e.g.: the approaches taken by DMP-ShTab/DMP-O [8, 3]), this benchmark represents a worst case scenario for our system1 . Figure 6 shows the performance results for the microbenchmark running nondeterministically with pthreads and with each of the three Kendo versions. We can see the poor scalability of the original Kendo system (Kendo-O) in Figure 6(a). Kendo-O’s execution time grows significantly with each new thread added and at 48 threads it incurs a 25.7× overhead over the nondeterministic pthreads execution. In contrast, both new versions of Kendo scale significantly better (close up show in Figure 6(b)). Kendo-P performs very well at low thread counts, but its overhead begins to grow rapidly at 36 threads and above. We attribute this to the high degree of cache coherence traffic between all 4 chips that is required for all threads to repeatedly read the logical clocks of all of the other threads each time they wait for their turn. In contrast, Kendo-T incurs only a modest initial overhead at 2 processors due to the increased cost required to update the minimum combining tree on every logical clock increment. However, due to the scalability of this data structure, Kendo-T’s execution grows very slowly with threads added. At 48 cores, Kendo-T incurs only a 15% overhead and performs 22.3 times better than the original version of Kendo. 5.1



Analysis of Wait Times



One of the major potential limitations to scalability of our all of our proposed algorithms is the time spent in wait for turn or wait for turn offset waiting for the 1 We



have found that techniques that transfer exclusive ownership of mutexes do not perform well on larger benchmarks and have therefore chosen to avoid them (this is in line with the results seen with CoreDet [3] where the DMP-B variant scales better than DMP-O)



logical clock of other threads to reach a given point. This wait time is required to maintain a deterministic ordering, and is both theoretically unbounded and depends on the number of threads in the system. As a result, we are interested in predicting how it will vary as we add more than 48 threads. To help characterize the scalability of wait times we conducted a Monte Carlo simulation to try to predict how wait times will increase with thread counts greater than 48. To make this simulation tractable, we made the simplifying assumption that for a given program point, the probability distribution of the difference between each threads clock and the average is a normal distribution. For programs that have logical clocks that can match their execution time well, we believe that this is a reasonable first order approximation because it has been shown that in the presence of random delays, parallel process execution times asymptotically approach a normal distribution [1]. We construct the simulation by modeling a random variable, Yt , describing the probability distribution of the amount of time (counted in logical clock ticks) thread t will have to wait when arriving at a uncontested synchronization operation. In the case where all other threads are executing in parallel (either by executing code that is not communicating or is performing independent synchronization operations), then the amount of time a thread has to wait for is simply its offset from the minimum clock at the time of arrival, which can be written as: Yt = Xt − min(X1 , ..., XP ) where Xi is the deviation from the average logical clock of all threads, for thread i, and min(X1 , ..., XP ) represents the largest negative of these deviations. Figure 7(a) displays the results of this simulation showing the distribution of Yt for different numbers of threads. We can use this distribution to predict the expected value of the wait time experienced by a thread upon reaching a uncontested synchronization object. Figure 7(b) shows these expected values for growing thread counts. We see that the
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Figure 7. Results of a Monte Carlo simulation modeling wait time for different numbers of threads. expected wait time grows logarithmically with the number of threads, which makes us optimistic about the future scalability of our approach.



6.



Conclusion



In this paper we have presented two new changes to the original Kendo algorithm to improve its scalability. The first change allows threads to take turns in parallel, eliminating a major sequential bottleneck in the original algorithm. The second change improves the algorithmic complexity of the turn waiting algorithm. We demonstrated the performance of these two versions on a microbenchmark when running with up to 48 threads, and showed a performance improvement of up to 22.3 times when compared to the original version of Kendo. Additionally, we used a stochastic model to predict the scalability of the wait times under our approach for machines with more than 48 processors.
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